ACI-NA 2018 Excellence in Airport Concessions Awards
Profile Form
Best New Retail Concept

Category Name:
Name of Concept/Airport:

The Runway - Tampa International Airport TPA

Company that Operates Concept: Paradies Lagardère
(If the airport/concept wins an award, the information provided above will be used in the media release)
Use of Concept/Program and Branding
Provide as general description of the concept/program and branding:

Paradies Lagardère leads in the industry for developing bespoke or proprietary concepts that
specifically address the needs and desire of not only our airport partners, but the airport's key
demographics. Runway is a lifestyle destination concept for travelers living an active life at home
or on the road - or who simply like to look the part and embrace the athleisure trend.

Concessions Goals
Provide a general description of the goals for your concession concept/program and how you met them:

The store includes popular airport retail brand PGA TOUR Shops, making this a highly desirable
retail duo at TPA. There are nearly 100 golf courses in the Tampa area, with 102 running and
jogging courses. Coupled with the other outdoor activities the region offers, the area is a
destination for active travelers. The Runway provides clothing, accessories, souvenirs and other
items for Tampa visitors, and features popular active lifestyle brands such as Puma, Under
Armour and Nike.
Design/Layout
Describe how the concession concept/program makes the best use of the space allocated, including concessions’
placement in relation to passenger flows throughout the terminal or concourse:
With its first location opening at Tampa International Airport, The Runway brand introduced a perfect retail shopping experience in the perfect market. The design inspiration
came from a desire to provide a one-stop-shop for athletic travelers that offers active apparel, weekend wear and accessories. The layout and design offer a bright, open and
welcoming atmosphere. The opposing angles of the lit element above and the bold black line of tile along the floor offers a strong sense of play and attests to the movement of
Tampa. Guests are further motivated by large scale graphics showcasing runners actively using the products in serene outdoor scenes, common to the Tampa Bay region. Open
space is integral throughout the fixture layout creating maximum circulation in the space, allowing shoppers to try on items and move around freely, testing products while not
interfering with other browsers. Such elements emulate the freeness of the outdoors, with seemingly no limitations or boundaries. The store itself is encompassed in glass
allowing users to see outwards and passersby to see in, drawing the natural light of the outdoors into this active shopping environment. The Runway store features Kendu’s
Flowbox, a new generation of LED displays that combine textile images with motion effects and dynamic animation to bring printed visuals to life. Much more than just a lightbox,
it is a real revolution for in-store communications that provides a dynamic and memorable shopping experience for customers.

Revenue Performance (if applicable)
(If the program/concept is less than one year, please enter performance numbers to date and make a note below)

Concept/Program Square Feet

1,838

Annual Gross Sales

(Opened 11/1/2017) $778,027

Annual Sales per Square Feet

$423.30

Return completed form along with the PowerPoint Presentation

